1 Playing with friends

1 The Bike Race

A Join the pictures to the words.

A swimming race
A horse race
A go-kart race
A snail race
A running race
A bike race

B In The Bike Race there are three characters. Write their names below the pictures.

________________________  ________________________  ________________________
2 Check the story

Who says it? Join the speaker to the words.

I am winning!

Get set ... GO!

Let’s have a race.

What do you think Bear says at the end of the race? Write your answer in the speech bubble.
3 Retell the story

A Check the story. Write the answers.

1 Who is this?

________________________________________

2 What does Hedgehog say to start the race?

________________________________________

________________________________________

3 How does Hedgehog get down the hill?

________________________________________

________________________________________

B Now write a question for a friend.

Begin with a capital letter and end with a question mark (?).
4 Playing games

A Look at the picture.

Choose four people. Write what they are doing.

5 - She is skipping.
B What do you like doing? Write your answers in the empty bubbles.

No. I don’t like ... .

Yes. I like ... .

I like running. Do you?

I like riding my bike. Do you?

I like rolling down a hill. Do you?
5 Hide and Seek

A Write the names of the games.

B Look at the pictures. Write a number in each box to sort out the story order.
6 Check the story

Write the answers.

1 Who is this?

2 Does Dragon hide?

3 What is Hedgehog doing?

Now write a question for a friend.

Don't forget to begin with a capital letter and end with a question mark (?)
**7 Retell the story**

Draw Hedgehog in his hiding places.

- Draw Hedgehog on top of the big box. Colour it blue.
- Draw Hedgehog in the small box. Colour the box green.
- Draw Hedgehog on top of the ball. Colour the ball red.
- Draw Hedgehog on the slide. Colour the slide orange.
8 What can we make?

Join the picture to something you can make with it. Join the word too.

- den
- sock puppet
- robot
- hat
- mask
- animal model
9 Check your understanding

Write a word in each gap.

Words to help you:
Hello robot robot’s paints makes arms

“What can we make?” says Bear.

“Let’s make a _____________ ,” says Hedgehog.

Hedgehog makes the _____________ body.

Bear _____________ the robot’s head.

Hedgehog makes the robot’s _____________ .

Bear _____________ the robot’s mouth.

“___________ ,” says the robot.